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3D Dispensing of Waterborne Polyurethane on Textile
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Abstract

The paper presents an investigation into the digital printing of waterborne Thermoplastic Polyurethane (TPU) ink using advanced dispensing technology. The study focuses on assessing the ink’s adhesion properties on four distinct textile substrates and explores the challenges and possibilities of applying this ink to curved textile geometries.

The research employed cutting-edge digital printing equipment to precisely dispense waterborne HAPTIC® ink onto polyester, cotton, and viscose textile. Adhesion testing was conducted to evaluate the ink’s performance on each substrate, considering factors such as elongation at maximal force. The results provide valuable insights into the suitability of waterborne TPU ink for various textile types, offering guidance for potential applications in the textile industry.

Furthermore, this study delves into the intricate process of digitally dispensing waterborne TPU ink onto curved textile surfaces. The investigation examines the challenges posed by irregular textile geometries, including curvature, elasticity, and stretchability, and explores innovative solutions for achieving consistent and high-quality printing results on such surfaces.

The findings of this research contribute to the advancement of digital printing technology in the textile industry, offering a deeper understanding of ink-substrate interactions and paving the way for new possibilities in textile design, customization, and manufacturing.
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Introduction

Printing on textiles for decorative purposes was already used in ancient times. Several techniques have been used, changed and evolved with times. Nowadays screen printing is the most used technology in the textile printing industry. More than 90% of all printed textiles around the world are printed by screen printing processes including flat-bed, rotary and table screen printing where a flat or cylindrical screen is used to apply ink or paste on the fabric [1]. However, screen printing is a non-ecological way of using resources and is limited to flat substrates. Additionally, in the textile industry digital deposition techniques receive more and more attention due to reduction of waste, flexible production and freedom of design [2]. Methods for digital deposition include dispensing [3,4], valve-based inkjet [5], piezoelectric-based inkjet [6-8] and extrusion [9-11] or polyjet [11,12] based 3D printing. While 3D printing is very often connected to extrusion-based 3D printing (also known as fused filament fabrication, FFF), there are several methods to create to create structures onto textiles or even stand alone garments [13-15].

Polyurethane (PU) is one of the most common materials in the textile industry used for creation of protective and haptic structures [16-18]. Huafeng developed the HAPTIC® ink for screen printing for modifying textile surfaces in visual appearance, functional reinforcement and any haptic effects. HAPTIC® is a fully water-based PUD 2K system with isocyanate hardener. To be able to use this material in a digital process, in this work, the dispensing technology was used to deposit this material [4]. Additionally, the dispensing technique can combine mixing and material transport in a single process in a two-component (2K) dispensing device.

Adhesion of the printed or dispensed HAPTIC® material to the textiles is very important for most applications. Standard tests are bending or bally-flex tests [4]. The adhesion or bonding of the ink to the specific textile substrate is usually tested by gluing a strip of plastic material strongly onto the surface of the ink and then pulling the plastic stripe and the textile materials apart by a tensile testing machine. In most cases the ink will
separate from the textile at certain pulling strength usually in a range of 25–50 N/cm. However, in some cases cohesion breakage or breakage of the textile can also be observed showing that the bonding of the ink is not the limiting factor for these products. The material properties of the pure HAPTIC® ink also play a key role and elongation of the PU resins is another important performance factor of the overall system. In most applications the HAPTIC® coatings are applied for decorative appearance and for improving abrasion resistance in certain areas as shown in Figure 1. Printing around half cylindrical sock-like 3D knitted textiles can provide an opportunity to reinforce the textile sock in the heel area of a shoe upper and providing better support to the fit of the shoe in the heel area.

For manufacturing those haptic structures not only on flat, but on already assembled or 3D knitted textile objects, robot-assisted printing plays a key role. In this work, a collaborative robot was used for the dispensing process on 3D objects. Collaborative robots are industrial robots but have the advantage that they work together with humans and don’t have to be separated from them in the production process by protective arrangements. Hence, a significant increase in design freedom can be achieved, which lays the pathway for an individual tailored and on-demand textile manufacturing process.

This work investigates a new way of testing the tensile strength of dispensed, highly thixotropic high solid waterborne PU-based inks material on natural- and synthetic fiber-based textiles. Furthermore, the transfer from flat dispensing to robot-assisted digital printing on curved surfaces such as a half-cylinder was developed.

**Experimental Section**

**Materials and Preparation of Dispensing Paste**

The four tested fabrics were a black gabardine textile (100% viscose, 152 g/m²), a black Softshell (100% polyester, 315 g/m²), knitted fleece (100% polyester, 260 g/m²) in blue and knitted jacquard (100% cotton, 200 g/m²) in grey-white.

The two-component (2K) HAPTIC® ink from Fujian Huafeng New Materials Co., Ltd was used for dispensing onto textiles. It contains a waterborne thermoplastic PUpolyurethan dispersion (component 1), which is mixed with 4% of the corresponding hardener Desmodur 3900 (Hexamethylene-1,6-disocyanate homopolymer from Covestro) (component 2). The viscosity of the HAPTIC® ink is 62.12 mPas, which was determined at a constant angular frequency of 7.5 RPM with an Anton Paar MCR 302 Rheometer [4].

**Dispensing Process**

The 2K Vipro-Head 3/3 dispensing unit from ViscoTec Pumpen- u. Dosiertechnik GmbH (Toeging am Inn, Germany) was used to dispense the high viscose waterborne HAPTIC® ink formulation onto four different textile substrates. The head was mounted on a robot (UniversalRobot-UR10). Figure 2 shows the UR-10 robot with the integrated 2K Vipro-Head 3/3 for dispensing 3-dimensional structures on the textile. This allowed mixing the ink with the corresponding hardener right before the deposition. By operating the 2K dispensing system with a pressurized cartridge a continuous dispensing of the high viscose HAPTIC® ink is ensured. Both materials are stored in two separate cartridges and conveyed towards the mixing tube, in which the two materials are homogeneously mixed with a predefined mixing ratio of 25:1.

**Characterization and Measurements**

The tensile tests of the fabric junction with dispensed connection was carried out according to ISO 13935:2014 to determine the maximum force to textile or ink rupture using the strip method using Zwick tensile tester (Zwick Roell, Germany) (Figure 3a). The samples were prepared based on four selected fabrics in form of stripes 40mm x 170mm (longer edge along fabric grain or warp direction) with the dispensed material gluing together cut fabric stripe (Figure 3b). Five samples per fabric and dispensed designs were tested and the mean ±Standard deviation reported. Each sample was clamped in the sample holder with the initial distance of 70mm without excreting any tension on the samples as well as avoiding any loose sample hanging. The samples were pulled apart at the speed of 100mm/min until maximum force was reached and the dispensed ink or fabric ruptured. In addition to the maximal force causing sample rupture the additional parameters describing elongation at maximum force. All experiments were done in ambient conditions of 23°C and relative humidity of 50% with samples being acclimatized in the same conditions for at least 24h.

For height measurements of the dispensed lines on the textile, a Veeco Dektak 150 profilometer was used. The detailed images of the dispensed HAPTIC® on the on 3D printed objects spanned gabardine textile were taken with a Keyence VHX-5000 light microscop.

**Results and Discussion**

**Dispensing Experiments for Tensile Testing**

For testing the adhesion and strength of the dispensed HAPTIC® ink on different textiles, two pieces of the same fabric were slightly overlapped and dispensed across the interface. A tensile test pulling the two pieces apart was then carried out to determine the tensile strength of the dispensed ink on the fabric.

Two different designs were tested: a straight line along the interface and grain direction and a zig-zag line across the cut with a 45° angle between the dispensing propagation and the straight of grain as shown in Figure 4a).
Table 1 shows the used parameters for the dispensing.

The resulting surface profile possesses a layer thickness of an average layer thickness of 165 μm with a penetration depth of 197.2 μm. Due to the rather thin layer thickness of the deposited line, the surface roughness is still visible on the surface of the coating.

### Tensile Testing of dispensed PU on Textiles

Adhesion to the textile and flexibility of the dispensed HAPTIC® material itself is very important. For the validation, tensile testing was done. The goal was not only to observe adhesion, which was already proofed on polyester mesh [4].

Figure 5 shows the maximum applied force, elongation, and relative elongation at the point of sample rupture for all four investigated textile samples.

Generally, the maximum applied force until rupture is much higher of the uncut plain textiles, however, it can be seen, that the dispensed line reacts elastic to the force applied on softshell, gabardine and knit fleece. Especially on softshell the HAPTIC® line can be elongated when pulled along the line and the final rupture is a mixture of material and adhesion to textile.

It is observed that, the non-elastic fabrics (gabardine and softshell) elongate less until the point of tearing, hence they required a larger force to tear than elastic fabrics (knitted jacquard and fleece). It seems that elastic fabrics were pulled out from the cut area yarn by yarn during elongation for knit jacquard. Therefore, the force needed to finally delaminate the dispensed PU is much smaller compared to elastic fabrics. For application of reinforcement on garment or shoes, this material failure seems to be very small, the required elongation could possibly protect the PU coating from destruction since it is often larger than the elongation exerted by the body during posture change (provided that the garment or sock is not already tightly fitting with negative ease allowance).

As the HAPTIC® was designed for adhesion on polyester fabric, the tensile showed good results especially to the knitted fleece, where the dispensed ink also can penetrate into the textile. On these polyester textiles, the break point for the zigzag lines is caused by a fracture of the HAPTIC® ink itself (22.92 N for softshell fabric and 48.99 N for knit fleece). And the dispensed line is stretched along the line with 100% (Figure 4b).

The gabardine fabric started to fray at the cut edge and disintegrated very fast due to its relatively loosely woven structure, therefore no result could be derived for adhesion to viscose. The jacquard fabric showed a high degree of elongation with a poorer adhesion compared to the other tested fabrics, and with the interface adhesion limit of 7.12 N and 12.11 N for the zigzag and continuous dispensed line, respectively.

In summary, when it comes to adhesive properties, polyester and cotton exhibit good adhesion, while viscose tends to perform poorly. Additionally, adhesion is generally better on knit fabrics, as exemplified by materials like Softshell and knitted Fleece.
Robot-Assisted Dispensing on Textile

The following section presents the developed process, which was required to dispense the HAPTIC® PU ink onto curved textiles geometries.

For 3D dispensing a universal robot (UR10) was used to dispense on the gabardine textile assembled on an FDM 3D printed half cylinder and ellipsoids. The robot-assisted dispensing was performed by integration of the 2K Vipro-Head 3/3 dispensing unit onto a UR10 robot. For achieving both, a fine enough resolution (sharp pattern edge) and guarantying enough material flow (continuously dispensing line) process parameters such as printing speed, extrusion rate, height off-set between textile and dispensing tip were tailored for 0.41 mm dispensing tips. Especially, ensuring a constant offset between textile and dispensing is of utmost important in terms of printing quality. The offset was monitored and adapted by placing a thin PET foil on top of the fabric and performing a test run. After finding the suitable dispensing parameters the dispensing tip offset was reduced by the thickness of the foil.

In order to avoid unwanted excess material deposition at the end and at the beginning of the dispensing process, the retraction parameter and applied pressure were tailored to -0.2 mm/s and 4 mm/s, respectively. The textile was attached to the UR10 printing table via double-sided scotch tape, which ensures a wrinkle-free flat fabric for subsequent dispensing. Figure 6a shows the dispensed path of a single line on the FDM printed half cylinder. After the promising results from the adhesion and outstanding printing quality the high viscous waterborne HAPTIC® ink on was dispensed onto a half cylinder and ellipsoid, due to its high viscous nature the HAPTIC® ink possesses a shape retaining behavior on an incline plane up to 60° depending on the layer thickness.

Robotic path planning plays a pivotal role in ensuring precise and efficient dispensing of waterborne polyurethane ink onto textiles. Because of the diverse nature of each textile surface, with variations in texture, tension, and thickness, robotic path planning must account for these variations to ensure consistent ink deposition. The path planning process was adapted from Schmidt et al [4]. Figure 6b shows the detailed microscopic image of the single layer dispensed HAPTIC® ink on gabardine textile. Because of its thin layer thickness of 143.3 microns (see Figure 6d) the textile structure is imprinted onto the dispensed line. This imprint can be overcome by dispensing sub sequential layers on top of the first sealing layer, depending on the final application and specifications requested. It is further observed that dispensing of sharp defined lines on curved geometry such as the half a half can be achieved using
robot-assisted dispensing technique. Figure 6c shows a 3 layers thick TPU test structure on ellipsoidal surface arranged knitted fleece. Due to multiple layer printing, the height thickness can be tuned to 165 µm to retain its shape for heel protection as discussed in the introduction.

Conclusion

A digital dispensing process for applying the polyurethane HAPTIC® material on textile was developed and the adhesion and strength of the dispensed material was tested by tensile tests. Adhesion on knitted polyester (knit fleece) was stronger than the HAPTIC® ink material itself and therefore a maximal force of 48.99 N with an maximal elongation of 27.72 mm was measured for the ink material.

Then 3D printing was established by using a collaborative robot to move the dispensing head over an ellipsoidal assembled textile. One of the biggest challenges when dispensing high-viscous materials, such as the waterborne HAPTIC® ink formulation, is to ensure a constant height offset between dispensing tip and the textile substrate. Although the used method to counter the height offset yielded quite satisfactory printing results in terms of homogeneity, layer thickness and sharp edges, it would be highly beneficial to standardize the monitoring process. Especially the possibility of scanning the surface profile prior to printing with an integrated camera on the robot would be very interesting and should be further investigated.

The integration of robotics in textile printing not only enhances production efficiency but also reduces material waste and environmental impact, making it a sustainable and economically viable choice for modern manufacturing.

Robotic path planning is a critical component of dispensing waterborne polyurethane ink onto textiles. It enables precise and efficient printing, reduces material waste, and supports sustainable textile manufacturing. Advances in path planning algorithms and the integration of machine learning will continue to drive innovation in this field, making it an indispensable part of modern textile production.
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